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case is an eerie reminder for veteran medical examiner Jack Stapleton of the New York City medical examiners Laurie Montgomery
1918 flu pandemic. Fearful of a repeat on the one hundredth anniversary of and Jack Stapleton return in this stunning new
the nightmarish contagion, Jack autopsies the woman within hours of her novel from the 'master of the medical thriller'
demise and discovers some striking anomalies: first, that she has had a heart (New York Times) a ripped-from-the-headlines tale
transplant, and second, that, against all odds, her DNA matches that of the of an innovative doctor's dangerous downward
transplanted heart. Although the facts don't add up to influenza, Jack must spiral.
A humorous look at particular aspects of the
race against the clock to identify the woman and determine what kind of
mordern world set in encyclopedia format, from
virus could wreak such havoc--a task made more urgent when two other
victims succumb to a similar rapid death. But nothing makes sense until his accordions to zippers, written in the perspective
of Satan to his demon followers as a primer on
investigation leads him into the fascinating realm of CRISPR/CAS9, a
In this electrifying medical thriller from New York Times bestselling author
gene-editing biotechnology that's captured the imagination of the medical Earth in preparation for invasion.
Robin Cook, a family’s exposure to a rare yet deadly virus ensnares them
community. . . and the attention of its most unethical members. Drawn into To earn extra money, Deborah Cochrane and Joanna
in a growing danger to mankind—and pulls back the curtain on a
the dark underbelly of the organ transplant market, Jack will come face-to- Meissner become involved with a Boston fertility
healthcare system powered by profit and greed. Trying to find some
clinic, but they become suspicious about the
face with a megalomaniacal businessman willing to risk human lives in
normalcy during the Covid-19 pandemic, Brian Murphy and his family are
clinic and its head, Dr. Spencer Windgate, and
order to conquer a lucrative new frontier in medicine--and if Jack's not
on a summer excursion in Cape Cod when his wife, Emma, comes down
risk their lives to uncover the truth.
careful, the next life lost might be his own.
with concerning flu-like symptoms. But their leisurely return home to New
Invasie. - Een onverklaarbare griepepidemie wordt
Robin Cook has always been on the cutting edge of the latest medical
York City quickly becomes a race to the local hospital as she suddenly
controversies. In Acceptable Risk, he confronts one of the most provocative bepaalde mensen fataal; anderen ondergaan een
begins seizing in the car. At the ICU, she is diagnosed with eastern equine
dramatische persoonlijkheidsverandering, op enkele
issues of our time: personality-altering drugs and the complex moral
encephalitis, a rare and highly lethal mosquito-borne viral disease
jonge mensen na.
questions they raise. Neuroscientist Edward Armstrong has managed to
seemingly caught during one of their evening cookouts. Complicating the
isolate a psychotropic drug with a strange and dark history--one that may Why One of Britain's Leading Politicians Resigned
situation further, Brian and Emma’s young daughter then begins to
account for the public hysteria during the Salem witch trials. In a brilliant over Tony Blair's Decision to Go to War in Iraq
exhibit alarming physical and behavioral symptoms, too. Emma’s
Fatal Cure
designer-drug transformation, it is developed into an antidepressant with
harrowing hospital stay becomes even more fraught when Brian receives a
truly startling therapeutic capabilities. But who can be sure the drug is safe Acceptable Risk
staggering hospital bill full of outrageous charges and murky language. To
for consumers? Who defines the boundaries of "normal" human behavior? The Year of the Intern
add insult to injury, his health insurance company refuses to cover any of
Shocked and humiliated by a medical malpractice lawsuit, physician
And if the drug's side effects are proven to be dangerous--even
the cost, citing dubious clauses in Brian’s policy. Forced to choose
terrifying--how far will the medical community go to alter their standards Craig Bowman receives help from his estranged brother-in-law,
between the ongoing care of family and bills he can never pay, and furious
medical examiner Jack Stapleton, who discovers trouble after
of...Acceptable Risk.
at a shockingly indifferent healthcare system, Brian vows to seek justice.
exhuming the body of Craig's alleged victim.
Entering a profession on the brink of radical transformation by a new
But to get to the bottom of the predatory practices targeting his loved ones
The world's bestselling master of the medical thriller, Robin Cook
smartphone technology capable of diagnosing and treating patients,
and countless others, he must uncover the dark side of an industry that has
radiology resident George Wilson is horrified when his fiancée and several skillfully combines human drama and high-tech thrills with the latest
strayed drastically from its altruistic roots—and bring down the callous
patients die after beta testing the technology. By the #1 best-selling author breakthroughs and controversies of modern medicine. Now, in his
executives preying on the sick and defenseless before the virus can claim
most daring novel yet, a mysterious transmission from the bottom of
of Intervention. Reprint.
even more people . . .
the Atlantic Ocean leads a crew of oceanographers and divers to a
Harmful Intent
New York Times-bestselling author Robin Cook takes on the cutting-edge
phenomenon beyond scientific understanding - a discovery that will
Contagion
world of gene-modification in this pulse-pounding new medical thriller.
change everything we know about life on Earth…
Fever
When an unidentified, seemingly healthy young woman collapses suddenly
A harrowing medical nightmare on the cutting edge of genetic
Cure
on the New York City subway and dies upon reaching the hospital, her
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research, Mortal Fear goes into the controversial future of modern
medicine. At a large Boston clinic, a world-class biologist stumbles
upon a miraculous discovery, a major scientific breakthrough. Soon,
healthy, middle-aged patients are dying of old age. And the ultimate
experiment in terror begins...
Robin Cook's "pressure cooker of a thriller" (Booklist) takes medical
technology into a new realm, where everything we know about the
human body-and the universe we live in-is about to be challenged.
Outbreak
Encyclopaedia of Hell
Toxin
A Journey into the World Within
In Mutation, Robin Cook's masterpiece of techno-medical suspense, Dr.
Cook tells a story as chilling and real as today's headlines. On the forefront
of surrogate parenting and genetic research, it is the explosive tale of a
brilliant doctor who sought to create the son of his dreams--and invented a
living nightmare...
At a prestigious Florida medical center, brain cancer patients are treated
with a one-hundred-percent success rate. Sean Murphy, a young medical
student, finds it hard to believe. Is it a miracle cure? Or the biggest con job
in the history of medicine?
On 17 March 2003, Robin Cook, Leader of the House of Commons and
former Foreign Secretary, resigned from the Cabinet in protest against the
coming war in Iraq. His resignation speech against that war prompted the
first standing ovation in the history of the House and marked the end of the
ministerial career of one of Labour's most brilliant politicians. His
arguments against that war are of profound interest and importance to
American readers. For the two years prior to his resignation, Robin Cook
kept a diary, a personal record of Labour's second term, that forms the core
of this narrative. The Point of Departure is Robin Cook's unvarnished
account of this dramatic period in British political history. Though
surprised by his abrupt dismissal in 2001 as Foreign Secretary, he became
determined to effect the changes in Parliamentary democracy that he
believed were essential if Parliament was to move into the twenty-first
century. As Tony Blair told Cook on offering him leadership of the House
of Commons, "This is the job for you." Drawing on firsthand experiences
in the Commons and the Cabinet, of encounters in conferences and
corridors and late-night conversations, Cook details his gathering
disillusionment with Tony Blair's change of direction, which he believes to
be profoundly mistaken, and, above all, the change in foreign policy that
led the United Kingdom away from its destiny in Europe and into
participation in President Bush's war in Iraq. This is the inside story of a
government in power -- and of the tensions between those who govern. But
above all it is the story of a politician who genuinely wanted to bring
democracy closer to the people, but who saw a government increasingly
detached from the values of himself and his party, and who developed a
growing conviction that the government position on Iraq was morally,
diplomatically, and politically wrong.
Robin Cook is back—with a shocking story of medical conspiracy. Today,

organ transplants are common miracles of science. But if the supply cannot
meet the demand, how far will people go to find donors? Dr. Laurie
Montgomery, a forensic pathologist, learns the terrifying answer when she
investigates a series of fatal "overdose" of young professionals. Some
crimes are beyond comprehension. But seeing is believing... * A Literary
Guild? Dual Selection
Critical
Marker
roman
Pandemic
In a story of the dangers of managed health care, ophthalmologist-turnedforesic pathologist John Stapleton investigates a series of virulent and lethal
illnesses targeting more costly patients of a giant for-profit medical
conglomerate. 300,000 first printing. $225,000 ad/promo. Lit Guild Main.
With his signature blend of suspense and science, Robin Cook delivers an
electrifying page-turner that delves into the murky ethics of developing
genomic medicine and modern-day health care... As her relationship with Dr.
Jack Stapleton begins to unravel, Dr. Laurie Montgomery starts investigating
the inexplicable deaths of young, healthy people after successful routine
surgery. She discovers that the deaths might be intentional—the work of a
remarkably clever serial killer with a shocking motive. And then Laurie is hit
with more devastating news: she might be carrying the genetic marker for
breast cancer. As the need for answers becomes more urgent, Laurie is pulled
into the nightmare as a potential victim herself. With time winding down, she
and Jack must put aside the tensions between them in a race to connect the
dots—and save Laurie’s life...
Walter Dean Myers brilliantly renders the realities of World War II. Josiah
Wedgewood and Marcus Perry are on their way to an uncertain future. Their
whole lives are ahead of them, yet at the same time, death's whisper is
everywhere. One white, one black, these young men have nothing in common
and everything in common as they approach an experience that will change
them forever. It's May 1944. World War II is ramping up, and so are these
young recruits, ready and eager. In small towns and big cities all over the
globe, people are filled with fear. When Josiah and Marcus come together in
what will be the greatest test of their lives, they learn hard lessons about race,
friendship, and what it really means to fight. Set on the front lines of the
Normandy invasion, this novel, rendered with heart-in-the-throat precision,
is a cinematic masterpiece. Here we see the bold terror of war, and also the
nuanced havoc that affects a young person's psyche while living in a barrack,
not knowing if today he will end up dead or alive.
Charles Martel is a brilliant cancer researcher who discovers that his own
daughter is the victim of leukemia. The cause: a chemical plant conspiracy that
not only promises to kill her, but will destroy him as a doctor and a man if he
tries to fight it...
stila
Crisis

thought-provoking medical thriller from #1 New York Times bestselling
author Robin Cook. George Wilson, M.D., a radiology resident in Los
Angeles, is about to enter a profession on the brink of an enormous
paradigm shift, foreshadowing a vastly different role for doctors
everywhere. The smartphone is poised to take on a new role in medicine,
no longer as a mere medical app but rather as a fully customizable
personal physician capable of diagnosing and treating even better than
the real thing. It is called iDoc. George’s initial collision with this
incredible innovation is devastating. He awakens one morning to find his
fiancée dead in bed alongside him, not long after she participated in an
iDoc beta test. Then several of his patients die after undergoing imaging
procedures. All of them had been part of the same beta test. Is it possible
that iDoc is being subverted by hackers—and that the U.S. government
is involved in a cover-up? Despite threats to both his career and his
freedom, George relentlessly seeks the truth, knowing that if he’s right,
the consequences could be lethal.
With her son's illness in complete remission, New York City medical
examiner Laurie Montgomery returns to work-and finds her first case
back to be a dangerous puzzle of the highest order, involving organized
crime and two start- up biotech companies caught in a zero-sum game...
A fast-spreading disease with no cure takes the United States by storm in
Robin Cook's “most harrowing medical horror story” (The New
York Times). Murder and intrigue reach epidemic proportions when a
devastating plague sweeps the country. Dr. Marissa Blumenthal of the
Atlanta Centers for Disease Control investigates—and soon uncovers the
medical world's deadliest secret...
A mysterious transmission from the depths of the Atlantic Ocean sends a
team of oceanographers and divers on a perilous quest in search of a
discovery that could transform modern science and the future of
humankind. Original.
Death Benefit
Vital Signs
Coma
Cell

There's a sacred and hidden path inside each one of us, a path of mysteries
and amazing manifestations, where nothing is impossible, not even our wildest
spiritual creations. This is the realm of impossibilities, where imagination is
carried away by a spiritual insight, which is here referred as the phoenix. The
allegory inside this book takes us to a subconscious realm, that can lead us to
the most uplifting and unknown side of ourselves, but also to other realities as
well, namely, the ones that are parallel to ours, and also other dimensions and
galaxies. It is with this allegory of the phoenix that we understand the role of
the dragons and serpents of our planet, and how they interfere in the Tao of
our existence. As a dance of forces, vibrations of different natures, these
symbols and concepts take us to the deepest truth within, of who we are and
Viral
A doctor's life gets turned upside by a dangerous new technology in this how far can we go. This is a book about the adventures of our soul, the
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journey within that so many Shamans live to explore. It's also about a path that undergoing routine 'minor surgery' in Boston's greatest hospital but Terminal
all spiritualists and gurus have experienced, a path that some have called
Nancy Greenly, Sean Berman and a dozen others – all admitted to Invasión
nirvana, enlightenment or awaking, but few have ever had the ability to fully
Boston Memorial Hospital for routine procedures – were victims An Invasion Manual for Demons Concerning the Planet Earth and the Human
Race Which Infests It
describe in a way that can be perceived by the common mortal. The Native
Night Probe!
Americans have often told us about the spirit of the eagle that keeps guard over of the same inexplicable, hideous tragedy on the operating table.
They
never
regained
consciousness.
Up
against
the
scorn
of
the
the spiritual world. This eagle, or big bird, is representative of another living
medics and the hostility of the establishment, one girl medical
force, which is the phoenix, the bird of fire. This is why many mystics of
ancient times believed that only fire could take souls to another world. The fire student starts to probe the coma cases, steadily uncovering
purifies the body, but the most potent fire comes from within, as an energy that something unbelievably hideous . . .
we burn with our conscious awareness. This is the fire that Buddhists, Taoists
American agent Dirk Pitt's deep-sea mission to recover a lost treaty
and Hindus persist in awakening from within, commonly using disciplines
by which Canada was sold to the United States is countered by the
created specifically for this purpose, such as yoga, chikung and meditation.
This fire represents the power of our own spirituality, which most people are British and the Soviets.
Just when you thought it was safe to eat a hamburger again, Robin
unaware to possess. As mortals and genetically manipulated slaves of a few
alien species, we've lost the physical capability to ignite it. But the phoenix can Cook - master of medical mysteries, deadly epidemics, and creepy
help us reach it, through the spiritual nature that is within each one of us. The comas-returns with an all too likely villain drawn right from current
one who can ride the phoenix, can travel very far, to amazing lands. And these
headlines: the American meat industry. If you've ever wondered
are the ones that often come back, when they choose to, as our prophets and
where the E. coli bacteria comes from, and exactly how it can
religious leaders. This book describes their journey to Valhalla, Heaven,
ravage the human body, destroying everything in its path, this is the
Paradise, or more simply, the Laboratory of God.
Leaving their urban hospital for a modern medical facility in Bartlet, Vermont, book for you. As usual, Cook delivers solid information, wellDoctors Angela and David Wilson begin to notice puzzling details in the
researched medical arcana, and a scathing indictment of managed
deaths of several terminal patients there
health care.
It should have been a routine childbirth. But somehow, the mother died in the
Nano
delivery, the baby was born brain-damaged, and Jeffrey Rhodes, the
anesthesiologist, is running for his life. Charged with malpractice, he is found Mutation
The Sacred Fire of the Phoenix
guilty of harmful intent and reckless disregard for human life. To clear his
name, Rhodes must follow a fugitive trail into the heart of medical nightmare. The Blue Nowhere
A trail that, for some, may end in suicide--and for others, in the most shocking A lavishly funded, security-conscious nanotechnology institute in the foothills
of the Rockies, Nano is ahead of the curve in the competitive world of
conspiracy of our time...
molecular manufacturing, including the construction of microbivores, tiny
Launching a private investigation when their mentor dies under suspicious
circumstances, medical students Pia Grazdani and George Wilson uncover a nanorobots with the ability to gobble up viruses and bacteria. But when Pia
Grazdani takes a job there, she’s shocked by the secretive corporate culture.
sinister operation through which private life insurance policies are being
She’s warned by her boss not to investigate the other work being done at the
manipulated to allow investors to benefit from the deaths of others.
gigantic facility, nor to ask questions about the source of the seemingly endless
Mortal Fear
capital that funds the institute’s research. And when Pia encounters a fellow
Chromosome 6
employee on a corporate jogging path suffering the effects of a seizure, she
A Novel
soon realizes she may have literally stumbled upon Nano’s human guinea
Abduction
A sadistic computer hacker infiltrates people's computers and lures pigs. Is the tech giant on the cusp of one of the biggest medical discoveries of
them to their deaths. The California State Police Computer Crimes the twenty-first century—a treatment option for millions—or have they
Unit frees former hacker Wyatt Gillette to aid in their investigation. already sold out to the highest bidder?
Behind the headlines on cloning--Dr. Robin Cook blends fact with fiction in
As Gillette attempts to trace the hacker's insidious computer virus one of his most terrifying bestsellers... Chromosome 6 is a prophetic thriller
to its source, one of the division's own is murdered. Teamed with that challenges the medical ethics of genetic manipulation and cloning in the
homicide detective Frank Bishop, Gillette must combine their
jungles of equatorial Africa, where one mistake could bridge the gap between
man and ape--and forever change the genetic map of our existence...
talents to catch a killer.
Pediatrician Melissa Blumenthal will try any scientific method available to
Coma is the breakthrough novel from author and master of the
conceive--until the horrible secrets of an urban clinic erupt in a nightmare of
medical thriller Robin Cook. It began with two patients
staggering proportions...
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